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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On January 22- 24, 2003, the Alaska Native Science Commission (ANSC), funded by a grant from
the National Science Foundation (NSF), brought together a group of 50 individuals to discuss opportunities,
interests, and needs for developing community research priorities in Northwest Alaska. These individuals
included: representatives of local communities; Northwest regional Native organizations; the University of
Alaska; State Fish and Game; National Park Service; East Carolina University; NSF staff; and ANSC board
members and staff. This was the first meeting in a series to be conducted throughout the State of Alaska by
the ANSC to develop future research projects and to find out the Native communities’ priorities for research of interest to Alaska Native communities and regional organizations.
This report summarizes key concerns and research ideas for the Northwest Region of Alaska.
Quotes from participants in the talking circle are organized by the topics: climate, community, development/
industry, education, environment, health, language, and traditional knowledge. Participants also provided
recommendations for establishment of research procedures to protect Native rights and interests; acknowledged the challenges inherent in implementing these recommended research procedures; and finally identified specific research topics of interest in the Northwest Alaska region.

The communities represented in the Northwest Regional
Meeting cover approximately 36,000 square miles comprising
of 11 communities. It is located 33 miles north of the Arctic
Circle and includes 5 major rivers. The region also includes a
segment of the Brooks Range and the Seward Peninsula.
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Background

BACKGROUND
In 1993, the Elders’ Conference at the Alaska Federation of Natives (AFN) Convention, made a recommendation to have the Alaska Native Science Commission (ANSC) formed. This recommendation was
passed by the full body of the AFN.

That's how we got our start. The Elders felt that our Native villages were not being fairly represented in the science and research going on in their communities. There were many instances
where researchers were coming into villages but the villages didn’t know what the researchers
were doing. The researchers would leave and not come back. They wanted us to help make better
partnerships; make researchers and communities work more effectively together. Our start was
through the AFN and the University of Alaska and the NSF. NSF has funded us from the very first
planning grant. They have continued to help us to grow and build some of the Science Commission
programs. NSF has been visionary. It is one of the few major research organizations that funds
research for traditional knowledge (“TK”). They understand that TK is as important as physical
sciences. They understand the knowledge and wisdom that comes from communities--they actually
fund projects to do our own research.
~ Patricia Cochran, ANSC

ANSC was created to bring together research and science in partnership with the Native community. It serves as a clearinghouse for proposed research, an information base for ongoing and past research
and an archive for significant research involving the Native community.
Part of the ANSC’s mission is to facilitate positive relationships among local, regional and statewide
organizations and federal agencies, including, specifically in this case, NSF, and Alaska Native communities.
To do so, the ANSC has begun holding regional meetings throughout the State, and inviting interested Native leaders, Elders, hunters, gatherers and young people from many communities as well as NSF-funded researchers to share their concerns, interests, and priorities for a research agenda. The main purpose of these
regional meetings is to gather information about Native concerns for NSF and NSF-funded researchers.

Methodology
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METHODOLOGY

The regional meetings are conducted according to Native ways of knowing and Native ways of
building consensus. Each regional meeting takes place over two to three days. The selection of participants
(See Appendix A) to the Regional Meetings is an interactive process, involving a local steering committee
from the region that assists in identifying Native Elders, culture bearers, hunters, youth, gatherers, resource
managers and Native scientists. The project team notifies all regional profit and non-profit Native corporations, health corporations, tribal organizations and councils, and municipalities about the Regional Meetings
and the participants representing their communities.
The meetings are held in a traditional “talking circle” format. The talking circle begins with a prayer
and traditional introductions. The circle order of speakers goes clockwise in respect for the cycle of life and
mother earth. These basic rules apply to the talking circle: (1) respect for confidentiality; (2) respect for
each person in the circle; (3) each person is given a chance to speak without interruption or comment. The
circle of speakers can go around multiple times to give those who want to share more time to do so. Then
the order of speakers varies according to the topic being discussed. The circle ends with a closing prayer.

From left: Charlie Curtis (Kiana), Caleb & Gladys Pungowiyi (Kotzebue), Elijah Rock (Point Hope), Earl
Kingik (Point Hope).
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Meeting Overview

MEETING OVERVIEW

The Northwest Alaska Regional Meeting was held on January 22 - 24, 2003, in Kotzebue, Alaska. On
the first day, participants heard formal presentations from Patricia Cochran of ANSC, Dr. Anna Kerttula of
NSF and the Office of Arctic Social Science (OASS), Dr. Terry Chapin and Dr. Gary Kofinas of the University
of Alaska Fairbanks. (See Appendix B for full text of their presentations.)
After an opening prayer delivered by Elder Janet Barr, Patricia Cochran, Executive Director of
ANSC, began the meeting with an introduction of the ANSC and the purpose of this meeting. (See Appendix B-1.)

We are here today to discuss the concerns you have with regard to research. Our Native
world view involves everything. We look at all things being connected. . . . We see the
ANSC as an important tool to bring your concerns to light.
~Patricia Cochran, ANSC

Dr. Anna Kerttula, Program Director, Arctic Sciences Section, Office of Polar Programs, NSF made
a presentation about the NSF and the Office of Arctic Social Science (OASS). Though the budget is small, it
has grown in the recent past, and Dr. Kerttula is hopeful it will continue to increase. Increases in the number and quality of proposals received by the OASS will enhance that possibility. Applying to NSF is an electronic process and the staff of the OASS is there to help. The ANSC has also been through the application

Anna Kerttula, Program Director
for the National Science Foundation’s Arctic Social Sciences Division
outlines topic areas that her division
is focusing on such as how Alaskan
communities can get funding.

Meeting Overview
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process and is available as a resource for interested applicants. There are various possibilities for funding
research needs by local communities, including education. Dr. Kerttula explained the partnership interest of
the NSF and ANSC to work together to help facilitate local community research. (See Appendix B-2.)

The ANSC can be available to community members. I’m very interested in seeing more students involved. The Arctic Social Science community is very small. I see a lot of budding
young scientists in our community. I want researchers to go to the high schools, and I want
Native people to enhance the western science community. We certainly need to be encouraging our rural students and we are trying to fund more K-12 projects. I want more people
to send me proposals. We have very little social science and I’d like to see more of it.
~Dr. Anna Kerttula, NSF-OASS

Dr. Terry Chapin and Dr. Gary Kofinas, two NSF-funded researchers from the University of Alaska
Fairbanks, presented their Integrated Graduate Education and Research Training (IGERT) program, introduced some of their students who are interested in working with local communities, and talked about climate change. Dr. Chapin’s presentation focused on climate change and the bio-ecology regime of Alaska.
Dr. Kofinas’ focused on several studies being done on the things that depend on climate and plants like the
caribou and reindeer.

Based on satellite images, we know that one of the things that seem to be happening during
this recent warming is that the extent of sea ice is decreasing. The thickness of sea ice is
decreasing. You people probably know this really well just from living here and being out
on the ice. I don't think we understand clearly why the sea ice is decreasing. It appears to
be partly that it’s getting warmer; partly that the winds are changing; and partly that it may
be a change in the amount of river water coming off the continents. All of these things are
changing and I think we need to work together; people who have been out on the ice and
see the changes; and the people that work with these satellite images, all of us need to
work together to see what is changing and why.
~Dr. Terry Chapin, UAF

In some cases, for example like some of the work on the movement of caribou, these communities that are involved have formally recognized rights to be involved in management.
No one is going to shut their harvest down without their say so. They joined these partnerships for the well being of their caribou and they are learning more about them as well
as how climate change will threaten them and other things that may threaten them. There
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are different ways of doing management and communities can be involved in management in
different ways. I believe that the involvement of the community in management makes a
difference in how well resources are managed...I've been involved in a number of projects
where western science, done increasingly from a computer screen and not so much from
the land, is brought together with the knowledge that people have locally, the traditional
knowledge of people at the local level. When I think about knowledge, I’m not just thinking
about what you're seeing out there, your observations, but also your explanations, your
understanding of how the system works. I think some people tend to forget that when
they talk about traditional knowledge.
~Dr. Gary Kofinas, UAF

After the formal presentations, this meeting was conducted in the traditional “talking circle” fashion
which invites all participates to share openly in the discussion. Local community and regional Native representatives shared concerns about effects of climate change, the health of their communities, compensation
for traditional knowledge shared by Elders and Natives with researchers, and changes in wildlife they depend
on for subsistence.
After voicing concerns and priorities, participants focused on making recommendations for the establishment of research procedures to protect Native rights and interests; acknowledged the challenges inherent in implementing these; and finally identified specific research topics of interest in the Northwest
Alaska region.

Key Issues and Concerns
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KEY ISSUES AND CONCERNS RAISED BY NATIVE PARTICIPANTS

Ms. Cochran invited each community representative to make a statement about concerns they want
researchers and scientists to focus upon.
The issues and concerns raised by the Native participants follow in their own words and are grouped in
subject areas similar to those cited in other ANSC Regional Reports for comparison purposes.
1. Climate
♦

Different animals/plants
“I’m really concerned about climate change. We have different kinds of animals coming into
our area. I saw a muskrat in my house in Point Hope.” (Earl Kingik, Point Hope)
“We’ve seen a lot of change. For example, there are plants growing where there didn’t used
to be. The plants are absorbing the sun and rain. It used to get so cold that the kerosene oil
used to freeze. We see things now like willow growing. Plants used to be just on the edge of
the streams, but now they are growing in the middle. We can’t go in the streams anymore.” (Enoch Schiedt, Maniilaq Association)

♦

Understanding Change
“We had a snowfall around the 3rd of July last year, but what is not recorded is that the snowfall
happened at the same time that the baby snipes were hatching.” (Caleb Pungowiyi, Aqqaluk Trust)
“It happened when the birds were trying to grow up and they died.” (Charlie Curtis, Kiana Traditional Council)
“We have friends who passed away because of the climate because people are traveling on ice
roads between villages. When the ice freezes over, that is our super highway. It is important
to educate our villages about the dangers of melting ice.” (Art Ivanoff, Unalakleet Tribe)
“I’d like to see NSF do more studies of our climate change in our ocean and air. We will have
to live in these changing times. The climate will have a great impact on our life. There are a lot
of changes and the ice is getting thin.” (Charles Saccheus, Native Villaage of Elim)
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“We are being impacted by global warming. You could notice in our oceans, our ugruk are
going out due to the melting, even though we don’t have any snow. Their main feed is being
over harvested. There is not enough food, and they know their own way. I’m not talking about
us Natives, but we are paying for it and we want to survive.” (Enoch Schiedt, Maniilaq Association)
“Yesterday someone was saying we just have to adapt. Like to the ice changes. I think there
should be something about understanding changes. Adapting means just accepting
change.” (Gladys Pungowiyi, NANA Regional Corporation)

Front from left: Calvin
Moto (Deering City
Council), Edith
Hildebrand (University of
Alaska Chukchi), Oscar
Kawagley (ANSC Board),
Sven Haakanson Jr.
(ANSC Board). Back
from left: Anne Walker
(ANSC Board), Orville
Huntington (ANSC
Board), Joanne Rank
(UAF), Laurie Henry
(UAF).

2.

Community
♦

Social Ills
“What is the connection between the social ills of our communities and the declining resources?
We are ignoring the social problems and those are the things we must address.” (Art Ivanoff,
Unalakleet Tribe)

♦

Subsistence
“I’ve been trying to preserve our subsistence. We, as Natives, have to manage outside agencies.
We have to regulate them. Our animals will reproduce on their own. We have to watch the
animals. Everything is plentiful now, but it is going to decline. Our people are not used to it and
we have to learn to adapt to the cycles.” (Enoch Schiedt, Maniilaq Association)

Key Issues and Concerns

♦
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Water/Sewer Projects
“The development that is going on in our community is changing our lifestyles. We see that they
are building houses and putting in water and sewer and we are worried about the effect of this.
For example, not too long ago a pipe burst and 300 gallons of raw sewage went into our river.
We don’t know what is happening. We don’t really even think about it and we don’t realize the
positive and negative effects. When development is happening in our community, we have to be
involved.” (Charlie Curtis, Kiana Traditional Council)

3.

Development/Industry
“We’ve got mining explorations. We’ve got every kind of development there is.”
Point Hope)

4.

(Earl Kingik,

Education
♦

Curriculum
“I come from a traditional community. In the springtime a lot of students miss school because
of whaling. We use this time to teach our children modern education in a traditional setting.
We teach them things like GPS. We also need our traditional knowledge and our Elders to
teach the students what parts of the ice look good and how to make skin boats. We also need
resources to build an actual boat, and we need to pay the local people who teach.” (Sterling
Gologergen, Norton Sound Health Corp/Savoonga)

♦

Research
“Our community wanted to do a project on whitefish, but there was this difference between
what we thought was important as a project and what Fish and Wildlife was interested in. Our
emphasis was about sharing knowledge about the fish with the kids. We wanted to teach the
kids about the biology of the fish. We thought that was important for the sustainability of the
fish. Fish and Wildlife just wanted to talk about spawning numbers.” (Caleb Pungowiyi, Aqqaluk
Trust)

♦

Schools
“The schools are what we need to invest in, in order to survive.”
of Elim)

(Carol Nagaruk, Native Village
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♦

Teachers
“I think you need to educate the teachers. The teachers don’t know anything about our way of
life. They don’t visit the community and they don’t know the children. If you don’t know the
children, you don’t know the community.” (Carol Nagaruk, Native Village of Elim)

5.

Environment
♦

Beaver
“I’m actually from Kodiak and we have problems with beaver that were introduced in the ‘40s.
We have a lot of beaver. We are now dealing with processors who are undermining the ecosystem. They are catching cod and now we don’t have as many seal.” (Sven Haakanson, Jr.,
ANSC Board)
“There are a lot of beaver all over. The interior people say the beaver are moving in and the
beaver eat the fish.” (Enoch Schiedt, Maniilaq Association)

♦

Fish/Marine Mammals
“Couldn’t some of the shifts be explained because of the exploitation of salmon from different
time periods? Perhaps the decline in salmon could have been affected by the exploitation by
people, rather than the other way around; people adapting to change.” (Sven Haakanson, Jr.,
ANSC Board)
“Our water temperature is getting warmer. Is this going to affect our bowhead whales?”
Kingik, Point Hope)

(Earl

“In our coastal villages we rely on marine mammals. We rely on ugruk. People talk about shell
fish and having a commercial fishery for shell fish. Our marine mammals rely on the shell fish.
The marine mammals that we rely on, rely on the shell fish. We don’t want to take away the
food for our animals.” (Calvin Moto, Deering City Council)
“Our whitefish have lots of worms, and we saw dead salmon in the month of July. . . . Our people are asking what is happening to our whitefish and why so many worms. I think we started
noticing this five years ago.” (Sally Custer, Native Village of Shungnak)
♦

Caribou
“We had 3000 caribou die. They were skinny caribou. Nowadays, people are worried about
hunting fat caribou. We are worried about getting sick caribou. We need to get into the
research and find out what the caribous are dying of. Why did our caribou go out and die like
lemmings?” (Earl Kingik, Point Hope)

Key Issues and Concerns
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“One of my observations is that caribou are smaller. Those caribou are having their fawns earlier now. I saw these fawns and the caribou didn’t go anywhere and this affects where they go
when they migrate. They are calving not only in the area where they usually do, but also having
fawns everywhere.” (Willie Goodwin, Kotzebue Elders Council)
“You can see now that reindeer and caribou are mixed and there are a lot of half-breeds. Caribou hooves are long and a reindeer hoof is rounded.” (Theodore Booth, Elder, Noatak)
6.

Health
♦

Cancer
“We have a lot of cancer. We had nine deaths in two months. Nowadays there is a lot of cancer. I see the ladies getting pregnant and just like that they are miscarrying. What is causing this?
We have more miscarriages.” (Earl Kingik, Point Hope)

♦

Culture/Diet
“If there is one big issue, it is the health of our people. Our culture survives if we have healthy
people. . . . it is important to look at our people.” (Charlie Curtis, Kiana Traditional Council)
“ The only thing I was raised on was whitefish, ugruk, seal meat and no hamburgers. That is the
way we were taught when we were young. We were taught to respect the wildife.” (Charles
Saccheus, Native Village of Elim)

7.

Language
“We’ve got a clear vision and we need to strengthen our culture and that means education, living
healthy lives, and having Inupiaq as our first language. Out of this we are changing and we are no
longer going to blame others. We can adapt to our environment.” (Charlie Curtis, Kiana Traditional Council)
“When we talk about culture, we are talking about our language, our culture and the whole
gamut. We are being dissected and they are regulating our way of life. While they are making us
regulate our way of life it is getting to a point where we are forgetting the big picture.” (Charlie
Curtis, Kiana Traditional Council)

8.

Traditional Knowledge
“There is a difference between knowledge and wisdom. The person with wisdom came to it
naturally. The true Elders had the true wisdom and lived the true Inupiaq way of life. The key
to our survival is adapting. Due to certain things that happened to our communities since 1960,
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we’ve had over 40 deaths due to suicide or alcohol, and 70 percent of our kids don’t graduate
from high school. Here we are blaming others. Instead, we should control our own destiny.” (Charlie Curtis, Kiana Traditional Council)
“We were talking about traditional knowledge. In the past we had researchers coming into our
communities looking at fish and game. What we want them to do is to write everything down.
When they leave and are done, they send it back to the IRA Council who then goes through it
line by line and page by page to verify that everything said there is accurate. This is a good
thing.” (Charles Saccheus, Native Village of Elim)
“We learn from our ancestors. When I grew up, I heard that we would be walking on rivers
and now a lot of this stuff is going to happen.” (Theodore Booth, Noatak)
“[What is good science?] Science that will advance our understanding of how things work. Native knowledge will be able to enhance this understanding. Each person that writes a proposal
has to show this. Communities can help researchers do this.” (Dr. Gary Kofinas, UAF)

FROM LEFT: Calvin Moto (Deering City Countil), Sven Haakanson Jr. (ANSC Board), Anna Kerttula (NSF), Alice
Petrivelli (ANSC Board), Elaine Abraham (ANSC Board), Renee Craine (NSF), Art Ivanoff (Unalakleet Tribe) BACK
ROW: Jeff Johnson (East Carolina University), Susan Georgette (State of Alaska Fish & Game), Jerold Post (US National Park Service), LeeAnne Ayres (US Fish & Wildlife).

Recommendations for Research Procedures
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH PROCEDURES
It was apparent throughout the meeting discussions that participants had strong interest in using this
forum to discuss and propose procedures to enhance the viability of scientific research in their neighborhood. The Arctic is their home, and the land and animals essential to their sense of wellness. Recommendations for research procedures follow below:
1. Community Involvement in Research Design
♦

Involve local indigenous people in the development of research protocols.
“Principles for Research in the Arctic. This is a new document to help researchers to contact local
people to share in their work in the beginning and not just after the fact. We are into more of a
partnership approach. If you have concerns, you need to contact the ANSC, the funding agency
or the researcher.” (Renee Craine, NSF)
“What are the effects down the line when things don’t happen like they are supposed to? Like
what about our birds that have been polluted down south? We need to take a bigger look at the
world. The climate change, some of it is good. When it is not too cold it is easier on us and our
heating cost. This winter it hasn’t been too cold and it has been good. We’ve hardly had any
snow. But it is not only the snow. Like when we have strong winds it affects the melting snow
and ice. When there is research, many of us are willing to help but we are not asked until after
the fact.” (Caleb Pungowiyi, Aqqaluk Trust )

♦

Involve local indigenous people in prioritizing and conducting research and involving them as coprincipal investigators.
“It is important to involve local people as co-PI’s.”

♦

(Art Ivanoff, Unalakleet Tribe)

Develop research protocols concerning:
1.

Exploitation when local people are research subjects
“If we are being subjects, and if we are cooperating with researchers, often we feel exploited because we don’t feel part of the decision-making process.” (Sterling Gologergen,
Norton Sound Health Corp/Savoonga)

2.

Compensation to locals for time and expertise
“I’m glad Caleb brought up meeting with Elders. Some complaints are that researchers
coming into village take up time of the Elders and their time is used without being compen-
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sated. These are people that need to be supported. From now on it would be good if you
can be an advocate to make sure that the Elders are compensated.” (Elaine Abraham,
ANSC Board)
3.

Indigenous intellectual property rights concerning individual and community knowledge
“I have a lot of knowledge that I’ve gained from my Elders that I’m not willing to share with
everyone. It is information that is old.” (Willie Goodwin, Kotzebue Elders Council)

4.

Ownership of research and data, before and after
“We do a Memorandum of Agreement with the researcher about who is going to be getting the information. We say, ‘this is how it is supposed to be done.’ We deal on a government to government basis.” (Earl Kingik, Point Hope)

5.

How research is to be used
o

Use of research as an advocacy tool for Native rights and values and hold agencies
accountable to public process—“agencies are our tools.”

o

Give research results back to the community—what is the best way?

o

Consider the difficulties of small communities with limited staff who have multiple
community responsibilities and who don’t have time, expertise, money or technical resources to submit competitive proposals.

“A lot of the communities that get money have a full time grant writer. In our IRA
Council, people are too overwhelmed. They have too many things to do. I feel that in
some ways, we are burning our candles at both ends. We don’t have time to spend
with our families. When you look at a grant, look at whether it comes from a community.” (Sterling Gologergen, Norton Sound Health Corp/Savoonga)
♦

Involve traditional knowledge and wisdom in design and conduct of research, i.e., caribou monitoring and food web research
“In some cases, like this work on the movement of caribou, the communities involved have
formalized roles in managing the caribous. They are learning more about the caribous. What
they are getting out of it is better understanding of their resource. Communities can be involved in many different ways. If communities are involved we do a better job of management.” (Dr. Gary Kofinas, UAF)

♦

Foster awareness that Native health and ecosystem health are linked.

♦

Do research year-round and focus on whole systems.

Recommendations for Research Procedures
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“I interviewed everyone in Shishmaref and I did house-to-house surveys. You have to do research year round, and not just one year. I’d like to see that.” (Muriel Morse, Maniilaq Association)
♦

Understand changes in core values from “we” to “I” and the impact it will have on the future
(this shift from “community” to “individual” changes who we are and could destroy the culture).
“What we can’t do anything about is our core values. When our Inupiaq people see changes in
our way of life and environment, we adapt. I think that it is healthy and it is important. We
can always go back to our core values, but we forget. Fighting amongst each other hurts our
ability to make things better. We need to go back and get grounded.” (Charlie Curtis, Kiana
Traditional Council)

2. Education
♦

Make it culturally meaningful by involving local people in educating youth in schools.
“We have teachers who come from who knows where? These people are teaching our
children. We need to change that. I would like to radio collar them and see where they all go.
Our children are our future. Someone from our own community needs to teach our children.
. . . The educational system is too easy and doesn’t teach anything that the kids can keep after
they get out of high school. They get out in the community and don’t know how to survive.” (Carol Nagaruk, Native Village of Elim)

♦

Involve schools/students/communities in research.
“There are ways to make these things happen. One of the things that has always struck me in
ecology is that the people who understand these issues and relate these issues are from the
communities. Students can understand, yet often times they are not interested in taking the
introductory courses that they need to take. I’m wondering what courses they need to take at
the K-12 level. I think a lot of times the interest isn’t there and it seems like we could think of
something like this as an experiment.” (Dr. Terry Chapin, UAF)

♦

Create communication between agencies and schools, students and communities regarding
internships.

♦

Consider providing National Science Foundation scholarships directly to students.
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CHALLENGES APPARENT IN RECOMMENDED RESEARCH PROCEDURES

One of the outcomes of the Northwest Regional Meeting was the discussion of challenges to the
research process. The local people are concerned about maintaining healthy ecosystems and retaining their
indigenous practices. Participants raised value concerns and issues to the research process along with suggestions on how to improve these processes.
1. Communication and the Research Process
♦

Accuracy of local information
Information that is collected by researchers is often not brought back to the community for
review prior to release of findings. Without this review process, inaccurate information can be
introduced into the research process and result in inaccurate findings.

♦

Communicating research results to the community
After a research project is conducted, information is often not relayed back to the community
and/or program participants. A peer review, as referenced above, would help alleviate this
problem as well as ensuring research results are presented to participants and local government
entities such as local Tribal councils and regional corporations.

2. Continuity in Research
♦

Agency coordination
Many organizations participate in research projects throughout the Arctic region. Projects conducted by the National Science Foundation, National Park Service, University of Alaska, Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Geological Survey, and the Department of Fish and Game
were all mentioned during this meeting. With many different agencies researching topics that
clearly have impacts on the local ecosystems, it is difficult to align this research to fully understand the impacts. The Alaska Native Science Commission (ANSC) is acting as a clearinghouse
to maintain a database of these projects. However, the greater challenge is incorporating the
information received during these research endeavors to fully understand the influence on a
particular field of study.

♦

Local involvement in the research process
Many communities find it challenging to enlist local residents in the research projects. This disconnect occurs for many reasons: lack of knowledge of the research project and/or impact on
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the community, economic hardship and intellectual property rights, to name a few. Communication within the community about upcoming projects can be accomplished through the local
Tribal council and education system. Financial compensation for research participants and clear
memoranda of agreements outlining intellectual property rights may increase research participation on local levels.
“As far as research needs and topics and daily living, unless there is dialogue that people feel
affects their livelihood, people are not that interested. Part of the solution is to start with a
dialogue so that we are interested.” (Caleb Pungowiyi, Aqqaluk Trust)
♦

Cyclical versus year-round, long-term research
Another challenge to obtaining more detailed research is the harsh weather during the winter
months in the Arctic region. Participants noted that to obtain meaningful research information,
particularly in the Arctic science field, researchers must be willing to obtain information during
the winter months. Additionally, research on a particular topic may need to be collected over
several years. Working closely with students attending rural colleges and introducing internship
opportunities in these communities may be one solution.
“We don’t know what is going on [with ice changes] or what is causing it. I’m sure there are
going to be a lot of changes and studies and a big part of this should be from our people and
their knowledge that has been passed down. I think in our doing research, a big part of this
research should include our people who depend on this. I want to reiterate, a lot of time researchers will only work up here in the summer time. I think it is important to do research
also in the winter time.” (Gladys Pungowiyi, NANA Regional Corporation)
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH PROJECTS
As a closing exercise, through review of the discussion and a bulleted summary, the following suggestions were raised as possibilities for research that would be helpful in the Northwest Alaska Region. They
are presented here and grouped alphabetically by discipline.
1. Arctic Social Science
♦

Impact of social economic trends upon the local indigenous peoples’ traditional ways of life.

♦

Comparison of historic Native ways of life today:
Looking at similarities and differences to determine if traditions are being passed on in
order to retain knowledge
What are the barriers that prevent this knowledge transfer
What can be done to remove the barriers

2. Atmospheric Research
♦

Global changes and the impact/relationship to the arctic ecosystems, i.e., animal migration, water way and climate changes.

♦

Research the connections between global systems and local health.

♦

Changes in caribou migration and health.

♦

Lights in the sky above several Native communities: Noatak, Kobuk, Siriniki (Russia).
“One thing I heard was that the announcer on the radio talked about strange lights in Noatak
and Kobuk. He asked me if there were any theories about the light. Apparently it has been
going on for a while. When you try to chase them, they get bigger and then get smaller. I just
wanted to mention this because it is a question.” (Anne Walker, ANSC Board)

♦

Boundary and weather pattern shifts as reflected in changes and impacts to localized arctic ecosystems:
Salmon runs
Fruit yield changes
Unexplained snipe deaths
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Caribou health; breeding cycle, size, feeding patterns, food availability, death rates, and
meat quality
Warming trends: snow in July, warmer winter months
3. Climate Change
♦

Understand how communities learn to adapt or respond to change.
“I have a great deal of faith in our ability to adapt to climate change. If we are left to our own
devices we can survive. The thing that concerns me is that we are not left to our own devices.
We have wonderful discussions and then people go on and do what they were planning to do.
I’d like to see someone do a study that goes through the public process that arrives at a decision, from beginning to end. What is actually taking place? Being able to affect the outcome and
not just put up with what some branch of government dictates, is key to our survival, whether
it is the state or federal government involved. I think we need something that holds people
accountable.” (Ed Ward, Maniilaq Association)

♦

Document local observations of change.
“I think the best information you could get is from the people who live out there. You go to
the village and the Elders can tell you what is really important.” (Enoch Schiedt, Maniilaq Association)
“I’ve begun to realize that it all fits. Everything is interconnected. If the climate changes, it is
going to affect the fish that we eat. Then certain things happen. It affects the migration and the
shellfish habitat, and all of what happens. It is a delicate cycle, but they come back. As the climate changes over 100s of years, there are thousands of changes and everything adapts to
change. If we watch, we see this happen. We know from traditional knowledge that this is
going to happen. We know these things. It snows and the wind blows and there is a lot of this
knowledge that needs to be passed on.” (Willie Goodwin, Kotzebue Elders Council)

♦

Study impacts of global change on local systems.

♦

Participate in and influence policy decisions in worldwide discussions on climate change.
“It’s important to be aware of international politics. We have so much impact from long range
transport. I’ve been participating in a worldwide discussion about climate change. We don’t
have any support.” (Sterling Gologergen, Norton Sound Health Corp/Savoonga)

♦

Recognize and influence economic and cultural impacts of climate change, i.e., relocating Shishmaref, Kivalina.
“We need to be aware of the effects of climate change on economics where erosion is causing
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communities to have to relocate. People must recognize this and influence policy.”
Pungowiyi, Aqqaluk Trust)
♦

(Caleb

Provide information and education to youth and communities on conditions because of climate
change.
“I think we should be educating youth. We need to provide information to communities about
climate change.” (Art Ivanoff, Unalakleet Tribe)

4. Earth Science Research
♦

Effect of global ecosystem changes upon local arctic ecosystems.

♦

Exploration of changes in the local ecosystem, i.e., caribou migration, oceanographic changes
and the corresponding relationship between the changes and the health of local indigenous
people.

♦

Impact of water, sewer, and solid waste installations in remote arctic villages on local ecosystems.

♦

Respond to community concerns such as why wildlife populations are fluctuating and abnormalities are observed, e.g., whitefish having worms.

5. Oceanography Research
♦

Impact on preserving the traditional Native way of life, from retaining cultural traditions to
physical impact upon communities, as influenced by:
Changes in water temperatures
Current and channel changes
Water depths
Migration changes
Quality, quantity and availability of fish:
•

Bowhead whales in December

•

Whitefish migration patterns/worm presentations

•

Belugas: reduction in number caught, size reduction, negative changes in fat characteristics
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•

Changes in fish migrations

•

Kobuk River is drying up
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NAME

ORGANIZATION AND/OR COMMUNITY

Abraham, Elaine
Ayres, LeeAnne
Barr, Janet
Booth, Theodore
Chapin, Terry
Chin Francis
Cochran, Patricia
Crain, Renee
Curtis, Charlie
Custer, Sally
Edtl, Nancy
Georgette, Susan
Gologergen, Sterling
Goodwin, Willie
Haakanson, Sven, Jr.
Harding, Pat
Henry, Laurie
Hildebrand, Edith
Huntington, Orville
Ivanoff, Art
Johnson, Jeff
Joule, Linda
Kawagley, Oscar
Kerttula, Anna
Kingik, Earl
Kofinas, Gary
Leming, Kim
Loon, Hannah
Magdanz, James
Morse, Muriel
Moto, Calvin
Nagaruk, Carol
Nothstine, Gregory
Petrivelli, Alice
Post, Jerold A.
Pungowiyi, Caleb
Pungowiyi, Gladys
Ramos, Nirvana

Alaska Native Science Commission, Board
US Fish and Wildlife
Kotzebue, Alaska
Noatak, Alaska
University of Alaska Fairbanks
Maniilaq Association, Alaska
Alaska Native Science Commission
National Science Foundation
Kiana Traditional Council, Alaska
Native Village of Shungnak, Alaska
Alaska Native Science Commission
State of Alaska Fish and Game
Norton Sound Health Corporation/Savoonga, Alaska
Kotzebue Elders Council, Alaska
Alaska Native Science Commission, Board
University of Alaska Chukchi
University of Alaska Fairbanks
University of Alaska Chukchi
Alaska Native Science Commission, Board
Unalakleet Tribe, Alaska
East Carolina University
Kotzebue IRA, Alaska
Alaska Native Science Commission, Board
National Science Foundation
Point Hope, Alaska
University of Alaska Fairbanks
Alaska Native Science Commission
NANA Regional Corporation, Alaska
State of Alaska Fish and Game
Maniilaq Association, Alaska
Deering City Council, Alaska
Native Village of Elim, Alaska
Alaska Native Science Commission
Alaska Native Science Commission, Board
US National Park Service
Aqqaluk Trust, Alaska
NANA Regional Corporation, Alaska
Alaska Native Science Commission, Student Board Advisor
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NAME

ORGANIZATION AND/OR COMMUNITY

Rank, Joanne

University of Alaska Fairbanks

Reynolds, Melinda

East Carolina University

Reynolds, Terry

East Carolina University

Rock, Eliah, Sr.

Point Hope, Alaska

Romane, Valerie

Northwest Arctic Borough, Alaska

Saccheus, Charles, Sr.

Native Village of Elim, Alaska

Schiedt, Enoch

Maniilaq Association, Alaska

Schirk, Pete

Kiana IRA, Alaska

Stepetin, Viola

Alaska Native Science Commission, Student Board Advisor

Walker, Anne

Alaska Native Science Commission, Board

Ward, Ed

Maniilaq Association, Alaska

Whiting, Alex

Kotzebue IRA, Alaska
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APPENDIX B: TRANSCRIPTIONS FROM SPEAKERS
1. Opening Remarks – Patricia Cochran
“We are here today to discuss the concerns you have with
regard to research. Our Native world view involves everything. We
look at all things being connected. . . . We see the ANSC as an important tool to bring your concerns to light.
“One of the projects we're doing is the traditional knowledge and contaminants project. This project documents environmental issues across Alaska. One of the things available on the project website is a “Resource Guide” which was designed to help tribes
do their own research projects. It’s a ‘how to’ do everything from a
planning concept to developing a program all the way to a QAPP
(Quality Assurance Project Plan).

Patricia Cochran (ANSC)

“There is a listing of Native concerns from every region in the State; research summaries from each
meeting; website information on what we already know about science, what science can already tell you
about things like moose with sores and lesions. This will link you to what the cause might be.
“We have a ‘mini grant’ program providing research funds to communities to look at issues such as
contaminant testing in fish, animals and plants, traditional knowledge and burn barrel projects.
“In addition to this project, we are also working on a resource directory. It is a directory of our
own Native community resources. People are always asking who they can contact about global warming or
moose hunting etc. This is a directory that includes people like you who know about these issues. One of
the things we will do at this meeting is to fill out forms to add people to this directory. It includes contact
people, their area of knowledge and contact information.” (Patricia Cochran, ANSC)
2. Presentation of the NSF and the Office of Arctic Social Science – Anna Kerttula
“The Office of Arctic Social Science has been in existence for about 10 years. The budget has now
increased to $1.9 million. It includes research in all of the Arctic nations. I define it liberally as more than
just the Arctic proper and my program can fund projects anywhere in Alaska. If a researcher is interested in
doing research in Vladivostock, it is connected to the Arctic in the same way as Anchorage or Seattle, and I
can fund the project. Altogether, NSF has $5 billion. As a comparison, NASA has a budget of $15 billion.
“The Office of Arctic Social Science is one part of the Office of Polar Programs (OPP). Three quarters of the money in OPP goes to funding stations in the Antarctic and the rest goes to the Arctic. I’d like to
make the $1.9 million more, because social science research in the Arctic is important. It is history, traditional knowledge, philosophy, Native life ways, and anthropology. All of this is included. We have a very
small budget for such a large field. This is why I’d like to see it expand.
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“When most people think about NSF, they think about science and they think about theories, hypotheses and testing and retesting. They see NSF mostly in terms of a western science perspective. NSF
does this kind of science, but if you look at their mandate, the NSF mission is, ‘To promote the progress of
science; to advance the national health, prosperity, and welfare; to secure national defense; and for other
purposes.’ I can fund educational programs out of my program too.
“An average grant from my office is about $60,000 per year. Most grants are three years long, but
some are for five years. So that could be a total grant of $300,000 over the course of five years.
“Applying for funding to NSF is a totally electronic application process. This office can help you
apply. I encourage you to contact me before putting together a proposal. One thing we do little of is health
research. We might fund projects looking at the social aspect of health, but we don’t fund research directly
related to health. And we don’t do contaminant research. My program does more with social science.
“When I receive a proposal, I review it and then send it out for peer review. You have the opportunity to state who you would like to have review your proposal. You can also tell me who you don’t want
to review it. I send it out and I get 3 reviews back that help me to decide what to recommend. The ANSC
can help. They’ve done it and so have a number of researchers. If you need help wading through the NSF
process, we are here to help you. We are a resource. We are one of the funders of ANSC. We see that it
is important to make a link between the communities and the research communities.
“The ANSC can be available to community members. I’m very interested in seeing more students
involved. The Arctic Social Science community is very small. I see a lot of budding young scientists in our
community. I want researchers to go to the high schools, and I want Native people to enhance the western
science community. We certainly need to be encouraging our rural students and we are trying to fund more
K-12 projects. I want more people to send me proposals. We have very little social science and I’d like to
see more of it.” (Dr. Anna Kerttula, NSF-OASS)
3. NSF-Funded Scientist Presentation: Drs. Terry Chapin and Gary Kofinas
“I want to begin by introducing the new NSF funded education program we have at UAF. It is
called, Integrated Graduate Education and Research Training. We call it ‘IGERT.’ It is to work with students to understand how all these things, ecology, biology, economics, and culture all fit together. We’re
looking at the effects of people and climate on the bio-ecology regime of Alaska. Some of the things they
have in common are you can't separate ecology, economics and culture. They are really part of the whole
picture. You folks have known this for a long time so we have a lot to learn from you in terms of how to do
this program. We’re looking for ways to get you working with our students.
“One way we thought we might go about this was to organize a symposium on sustainability issues
in Alaska. There we would get together with people in communities and talk about these issues as you see
them and as our students have been thinking about them and see if we can learn from one another about
those things. There are 15 graduate students in this year’s program: ten PhD students and 5 master’s students. They come from a variety of different disciplines including biology, anthropology and resource man-
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agement. Half the students are Alaskan residents and 1/3 of them are minority.
One of our hopes is that by being able to offer fellowships, we will make it possible for many students from Alaska, especially Alaska Native students to get
involved in this program. We have learned that many of the students who
come in with a Native perspective have a tremendous amount to offer to the
rest of the class because they come in with a background of experiencing and
thinking in this interdisciplinary way that most of the rest of us don't have. I
think it’s a tremendous opportunity -- for all of us. We want to look for opportunities where we help communities and whereby a student gets involved in the
community and learns how things work.” (Terry Chapin, UAF).
Terry Chapin (UAF)

After introducing the IGERT students participating in the workshop as part of
their study program, Terry continued with his presentation about high latitude
ecology change, set forth here in part, as follows:

“Satellite and computer imaging being used by scientists today, shows us that no matter what angle
you look at the globe, most of the temperature warming is happening in the arctic. It’s not a simple or even
pattern of change, but you can see from year to year that you can draw a line that shows a general pattern of
warming. In 1977 it suddenly seemed to get warmer and has been warm since then. For the 25 years before
that, it was generally cold in Alaska. Then the 25 years before that, it was warm. The climate system
changes to different patterns and these patterns tend to hold place for a while. The climate seems to be
changing from one set of patterns, such as generally cool to generally warm. Right now we're in the pattern
of generally warm temperatures that began in the 1970s.
“You can see from this slide that since 1000 years ago, the temperatures in the northern hemisphere have gradually been getting cooler. This has to do with the earth’s relationship to the sun. About
100 years ago, something changed that pattern and it has caused a change that can't be explained by the sun/
earth relationship. 1998 was the warmest year in the last 1000 years. This pattern is caused by changes in
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fossil fuel emissions and changes in land use. Mainly this pattern is caused by changes outside the arctic.
You can see that the pattern is getting warmer. Judging from the patterns of use of fossil fuels and changes
in land cover and land use, this pattern is likely to keep going.
“Interior Alaska has a different temperature/climate regime than the North Slope or southern
Alaska. One reason for that is that the Brooks Range and the Alaska Range act as boundaries for different
air masses. The arctic air mass above the Brooks Range is always cold. The temperate air mass (the air
that mixes storms up from the Gulf of Alaska) is the southern part. What happens when it gets warmer is
that the boundary between the arctic air and the temperate air can change from the Brooks Range to the
Alaska Range.
“This gradual warming can have effects at the local level. First of all, there can be an increase in
the frequency of summer storms which are caused by the change in boundary between the polar cold air
and the warm temperate air which tend to get fixed on the mountain ranges. The highest frequency of
storms is where there are east west trending ranges, like the Brooks and Alaska ranges. Those are places
where the mountains are focusing the movement of the summer storms.
“We know it's getting warmer in complicated ways. In an area northeast of Nome, we know that
trees were first established in that area about 200 years ago. That area is now a forest. What's happened
is that as the climate has gradually gotten warmer, more trees have filled in. In higher elevations 200 years
ago there were no trees at all. Places that were tundra 30-50 years ago are starting to get trees.
“So some of the changes that are happening in response to this warming are that trees are moving
into places where they didn't use to be. There are only 1-3 places where people have looked at this sort
of thing, so we don't know how general this pattern is. We need to depend on folks like you, who are on
the land and know the land to help us understand why these kinds of things are happening and where
these kinds of things are happening.
“Where there are no trees, it looks like things are changing in terms of the kind of plants that are
there. We have about 50 of these photos to show this happens frequently, but we don't know where or
why it happens. To find out more we need to talk to people that are on the land that move around and
see a lot of area. We need to also talk to people that know how things were 50 years ago and maybe
know stories about how they were before that, in order to answer some basic science questions.
“Another way of getting some idea of how the land is changing is to look at it from satellites.
One thing you can see is that the land is getting greener when you look at it from satellites. My guess is
that it's probably changes in these shrubs. We don't know for sure. It might be some other kind of
change going on. We need to work with people closely as a team to understand what these changes are.
Changes in shrubs might be a big deal. Depending on what kind of shrubs they are, they might be good for
caribou or they might be bad for caribou. They may shade out lichens or change snow drifts. They may
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affect the hardness of the snow. These can have a lot of effects that will affect all the ecology of the area and
a lot of the lives of the people that live there.
“One of the other things that is happening is that the permafrost is getting warmer. Since about
1980 in at least three different places on the North Slope, the permafrost is getting warmer. What is interesting is that it is getting warmer faster than can be explained by air temperature. So, again, it's not a simple
change. Things are connected. It has to be something insulating the permafrost from the air. That's going to
be either changes in snow cover or changes in vegetation. People that study these changes in permafrost
don't have a clue what is causing these changes and the only way for us to learn about this is from people out
there on the land summer and winter.
“We have seen from satellite pictures taken over the course of four different years, of lakes in the
Council area, they are drying up. We know the temperatures are warmer but there hasn’t been much
change in the amount of rain or snow fall over this time period, it’s mainly just a change in temperatures.
We don't know whether it is that the water is evaporating, or if the permafrost is melting and running into
the rivers. We don't know if drying lakes is a general pattern. I think this is another thing we have to go to
people like you who can tell us where this is happening and why.
“Changes in river run off can tell us what happened on the land and what is happening in the ocean.
River water is more productive than the ocean water. The boundary of river and ocean water is especially
productive. The boundary region gets nutrients from ocean water and the river water keeps the plants and
plankton near the surface to get enough light. This boundary is really important in terms of productivity.
One of the important points is that the changes that are happening on land and in the rivers are connected
with things happening in the oceans and we need to understand those connections and we need to know
what's happened over the long term.
“Based on satellite images, we know that one of the things that seem to be happening during this
recent warming is that the extent of sea ice is decreasing. The thickness of sea ice is decreasing. You people
probably know this really well just from living here and being out on the ice. I don't think we understand
clearly why the sea ice is decreasing. It appears to be partly that it’s getting warmer; partly that the winds
are changing; and partly that it may be a change in the amount of river water coming off the continents. All
of these things are changing and I think we need to work together; people who have been out on the ice and
see the changes; and the people that work with these satellite images, all of us need to work together to see
what is changing and why.
“By measuring the amount of marine nitrogen that comes into the salmon lakes (and is deposited in
the bottom sediment when the salmon carcasses deteriorate), scientists can reconstruct the number of
salmon that have been coming to the lakes for a long time period. In the last 2500 years there have been
huge changes in the amount of salmon that come to the lakes. There was a huge amount of salmon about
the time Christ was born and before that. And then, for some reason that we don't understand, there were
a lot less salmon for a long time.
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“It is possible to learn from archaeology that at the time salmon declined there was a change in the
way people lived on the land. When the salmon came back about 1000 years ago, there was another huge
change in the way people lived on the land. So there has obviously been a really strong connection between
salmon and the people of these areas for a long time. It may be that these changes in people may have
caused the changes in salmon rather than the other way around. The point is that it is all connected. You
can't think about the changes in environment causing changes in the fisheries--it's a connected system.
“There are several reasons why warming is happening more at high latitudes. When snow and sea
ice melts, the land and ocean absorb more heat and that heat moves to the atmosphere and the air gets
warmer. So part of it is caused by changes in snow cover and sea ice and this occurs most strongly at high
latitudes.
“One of the things that we were trying to understand in the research we were doing near Council
was whether changes in vegetation might also be causing some of this warming. We learned that the amount
of warming that is caused by a change from tundra to a shrubby area on a unit area basis is as great as the
amount of warming that happens with a doubling of the concentration of atmospheric CO2. If you go from a
shrub land to a forest you get another heating impact that is as great as another doubling of the concentration of atmospheric CO2. We hear a lot about how changes in CO2 concentrations cause changes in global
warming. Well the same kinds of changes in vegetation are having the same effect, but we don't know how
widespread those changes in vegetation are. We can't figure out whether these changes in vegetation are an
important cause of warming in the north unless we can figure out how widespread they are. So we need to
work with people like you who have been out on the land to figure that out.
“The two main messages are: first, that all these things are connected and we don't understand the
connections well. I think, in many instances, you people understand the connections better than we do. And
second, that there are a lot of long term changes. We know some of the reasons for these long terms
changes, but we don't know where they occur. We don't know what the changes have been and we don't
know when they began to occur. We can’t really understand the causes very well unless we have a better
understanding of when and where they occur.
“I think it’s important not only to be talking with you folks, but to be thinking of a different way of
doing these things. There aren't instrument records or photographs going back hundreds of years. We have
to rely on stories and traditional ways of passing on information, I think, to answer a lot of questions about
why the world is changing. We have to find good ways to combine our ways of doing science.” (Dr. Terry
Chapin, UAF).
***

“My task in this presentation is to try and represent some of the other arctic science that is taking
place. Here is a short list of the themes and examples of arctic science. So far we've just talked about climate studies and plant ecology. We really haven't talked about human ecology, subsistence studies, archaeological studies, traditional knowledge studies, economies of the north, culture change, community well being,
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arctic human health, integrated assessments, and policy sciences. The list
goes on and on.
“As I mentioned, so far we've talked about climate and plants,
but we haven't talked about things depending on those. Of course, caribou is one of those. We are faced with the question of how these
changes are going to affect what is probably the most important on-land
subsistence resource that we have in Alaska.
Census reports have been done by agencies of changing populations of the western arctic caribou herd and the Teshepuk caribou herd.
A lot of people in the communities I've spoken to had real problems with
those numbers in 1974 when the hunting was nearly shut down because
of those numbers. There were real disagreements between the scientists
and the local hunters about how accurate the numbers were. But the
census has continued and it appears as though caribou have increased in
numbers. In the 1970s if you had a scientist presenting his model, he
would look at predators and the total number of caribou. Local hunters
were those predators as were wolves.

Gary Kofinas (UAF)

“Today we understand the climate may be one of the big drivers in making these populations go
up and down, particularly at certain points in the population's cycle. There have been a whole set of research projects that have been undertaken to look at the performance of a herd. That is, how healthy is a
herd and what is determining a herd’s abundance. There is a real interest in distribution and movement,
particularly around calving grounds.
“I'm going to show you some information that has been put together by an agency in the NW
Territories in collaboration with local communities, hunter trapper associations, renewable resource councils, and co-management boards to try to understand what some of the patterns are. They have taken the
radio collar data and the information transmitted from the collared caribou and put that data into a computer in order to plot the caribou’s movements. I want to say here, I don't endorse that. I know there are
many people in villages who have problems with putting collars on animals. But I want you to see what
some of the products are with that work because it is interesting.
“This is a simulation of 7 different herds from the Alaska border all the way to the east to the
Dolphin Union herd. When we push the simulation and look at January, you can see that in January they
are not moving much. As we go through the winter, some of the animals start to drift north beginning in
March and April. In June the animals will aggregate tightly in calving grounds and then disburse in the fall
migration.
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“In some cases, for example like some of the work on the movement of caribou, these communities
that are involved have formally recognized rights to be involved in management. No one is going to shut
their harvest down without their say so. They joined these partnerships for the well being of their caribou
and they are learning more about them as well as how climate change will threaten them and other things
that may threaten them. There are different ways of doing management and communities can be involved in
management in different ways. I believe that the involvement of the community in management makes a difference in how well resources are managed.
“There is a lot of interest in calving grounds for a number of reasons. You saw how they all cluster
together at calving time. Biologists studying nutrition and the reproductive success of the caribou have
learned that if the caribou cow comes onto the calving grounds fat and in good condition, her calf is more
likely to live through the first month and the first year, and she's more likely to get pregnant the next year.
If she goes into the calving grounds skinny, there are hard times and the condition of the plants on the calving grounds become critical. By the time she gets to the calving grounds she's worn out. The satellite images
that Terry showed you are how fast things green up on the calving grounds. Between June and July we see
things green up and more. Some years they green up faster than other years. Researchers have found that
when things are greener earlier, the caribou are more likely to get to the areas they use most often and they
are more likely to get the nutrition they need for the calves to survive.
“We know that as the Teshepuk herd has increased in size, its range has expanded. People are getting caribou down south that haven't had them in 30 years. We can anticipate that as the herd gets smaller, if
it does, it will contract. So there's a real interest in the conditions on the calving grounds. Are these herds
all the same? Are all calving grounds created equally? So there are a whole number of considerations that
we have to think about when we look at each herd, each
ecosystem, each system is unique to its particular setting.
“Each of these calving grounds is unique ecologically.
The Teshepuk tends to be frozen up as I mentioned, the
western arctic tends to be a different kind of vegetation, and
these all have implications. I mention this because as you
consider what's happening in your region, I encourage you to
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consider what you are doing with research here and how it can be compared with research being done in
other areas.
“Climate change isn't happening the same way in all places. The western arctic seems to have a
lower summer rainfall than way out in the east in Quebec where they have large herds--800,000 animals. But
we see the average summer temperature seems to vary quite a bit with the western arctic herd being the
lowest temperatures. So how do these conditions together affect the reproductive success of each of these
herds? These are questions people are grappling with.
“Another question people are looking at is the effects of development and infrastructure. I think if
we look at what's happened to Alaska in the last 100 years we'd see some fairly extensive infrastructure development in the way of roads, pads, pipelines; you have the Red Dog mine and its road in this area. We
know that it is going to continue to be developed on the North Slope. There has been displacement of the
central arctic herd calving grounds, yet the numbers of the herd have increased during that period. It’s not a
simple story. This area that they have been displaced to is open for lease sales and will probably be developed as well. What will be the consequence of that? That's another one of the questions scientists are grappling with.
“I've been involved in a number of projects where western science, done increasingly from a computer screen and not so much from the land, is brought together with the knowledge that people have locally, the traditional knowledge of people at the local level. When I think about knowledge, I’m not just
thinking about what you're seeing out there, your observations, but also your explanations, your understanding of how the system works. I think some people tend to forget that when they talk about traditional
knowledge.
“There have been some very exciting projects that have tried to do that. One has to do with community-based monitoring. One is here in Kotzebue with some involvement with Kiana. As part of that, we
tried to record local knowledge regularly and systematically. It's an NSF project called integrating traditional
ecological knowledge in science and large mammal research. It was funded for 4 years and we've extended it
for a 5th year. The thing about NSF projects is they are usually funded for a short duration. In this case
what's needed is on-going monitoring and establishing monitoring systems that can document what people
are seeing, and have it in place so that three years from now we can remember what people were saying.
“In this NSF project, we are using a questionnaire asking hunters to tell us how fat the animals are
that they are getting. Do they have back fat? How much? Do they have kidney fat? Stomach fat? Are there
any abnormalities? Hunters of the western arctic herd are harvesting about 25,000 animals a year. There is
an opportunity for an incredible sample there if we can get people to tell us something about the condition
of the animal.
“The question is, is the over all condition of the herd changing from year to year and can we monitor that through time? Is the number of animals that the community shoots that have an abnormality increasing? We have a problem in that hunters are selecting the fattest animals they can shoot. Does that
mean we are introducing what's called a bias into our sample? Hunters don't like to do a lot of messing with
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animals in the field. We've gone to a system where they come in and do that reporting. Hunters locally had
been telling us there is incredible variability across the landscape. That really challenges some of the assumptions that the biologists have about fat and skinny animals and how it's affecting the herd over all.
“It brings the question of how we want to best bring questions together to answer questions of
sustainability. Another project that some of you in this part of the world are familiar with is the reindeer
research program. It's a program where scientists are working with herders in the Seward Peninsula. One
of the things they have been doing is producing a kind of feed that has been successful for the animals. They
have been doing that with experiments at the University. There is an education component actually taking
the caribou into the classroom and teaching the kids about them. There is an NSF component to this project asking questions like what are the ecological impacts of caribou grazing on ecosystem sustainability.
What are the social and economic consequences of reindeer-caribou interaction? They have been working
on this through a human dimensions grant -- Human Dimensions of Arctic Change. HARC.
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“This is an idea map developed through an NSF research program of several years’ duration called
Sustainability of Arctic Communities. This project has been looking at how development, oil development,
tourism, and climate change affect things that are important to communities that depend on caribou. We
see that all these things are related. We bring people together to discuss the future of their common resource, the Porcupine Caribou Herd. They are here as part of a collaborative research project using simulation models and gaming to talk about what would happen if the future looked at any of various simulations
possible. It helps them to look at these possibilities and come up with a strategy.” (Dr. Gary Kofinas, UAF).
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